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Conclusion

Awyu-Dumut languages had already been spoken by generations of people in the
Digul River basin by the time Petrus Drabbe started his study of them in 1940. The
current study, published nearly 75 years later, builds on Drabbe’s rich research and
subsequent research on Awyu-Dumut languages undertaken by Alan Healey (1970),
Bert Voorhoeve (2001, 2005) and Lourens de Vries (1992, 1993, 1997).

The proto phonologies reconstructed by Healey (1970) and Voorhoeve (2001)
provided the basis for the proto phonology and regular sound changes presented in
Chapter 2. The same chapter showed that Korowai cannot be considered an Awyu-
Dumut language, as it is quite different from the four Awyu languages, the three
Dumut languages and Kombai. However, Korowai is still hypothesized to be dis-
tantly related to Awyu-Dumut languages; it is not a language isolate. The regular
sound changes that were established confirmed the subgrouping of Awyu-Dumut
languages into four Awyu languages and three Dumut languages, as proposed by
both Healey and Voorhoeve. Furthermore, on the basis of phylogenetic methods
applied to a 430-item lexical word list, Kombai was subgrouped together with Proto
Dumut, although a critical note will be made below concerning this subgrouping.
Having a solidly reconstructed proto phonology allowed for the next step in unra-
veling Awyu-Dumut’s linguistic past; the reconstruction of its proto morphology.

A rigorous, bottom-up application of the comparative method, while follow-
ing the form-function constraint, paradigmaticity constraint and systematicity con-
straint, resulted in an extensive proto morphology of Awyu-Dumut languages, pre-
sented in chapters 3-11. The table below contains an overview of all the proto mor-
phemes reconstructed for Proto Awyu, Proto Dumut and Proto Awyu-Dumut. I will
highlight some of them.

Reconstruction was at times not possible due to the languages having diversified
greatly. For example, past tense markers were difficult to reconstruct for Awyu-
Dumut languages due to the great variation in number and kind of past tenses in
Awyu languages. The four Awyu languages each have two, three or four past tenses,
and for none of these tenses was a morpheme reconstructible for Proto Awyu, let
alone for Proto Awyu-Dumut. The three Dumut languages each have one past tense,
but Digul Wambon has a different past tense marker than Yonggom Wambon and
Mandobo; Yonggom Wambon and Mandobo reflect the past tense marker found in
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Awyu-Dumut proto morphology

Proto Awyu Proto Dumut Kombai Proto
Awyu-Dumut

nominal
morphology
nominal
coordinator

*ku *kup, *te xu *kup

kinship plural
marker

*-gi *-Ngu(i) – *NgV

possessive
marker

*-nV *-nV – *-nV

pronouns
1SG *nu *nup nu(f) *nup
2SG * gu *Ngup gu(f) *Ngup
3SG **eke *yup, *eke xe *yup,*eke
1PL *nüku *nakup nagu *nakup
2PL *güku *Ngakup, *nakip nage *Ngakup, *nakip
3PL *yaku *yakup ya *yakup

subject
person-number
1SG *-e(fe) *-ep -e(f) *-ep
NON1SG *-en *-n -n, -e *-en
1PL *-efan *-ewan -efo *-epan
NON1PL *-enan *-enan -eno *-enan

deictics
near deictic *ne *me, *ne me(ne) *me, *ne
far deictic *(e)wV *ep mofe(ne) *ep
distant deictic *xa/*xo *kop maxo *kop

tense and mood
future tense *-e *-en/*-in -i, -e *-en/*-in
past tense – *-an – –
realis mood *-d (first person),

*-k (non-first
person)

*-t, *-ken -d (first person),
-x (non-first
person)

*-t

irrealis mood *-∅ *-∅ -∅ *-∅

negation
double negation *fa/*fe...(*de) – (fe)...do *pa...(*nde)
single negation – *ndV –

switch reference
same subject
marker

*-bu (irrealis),
*-di (realis)

– – –

simultaneity
marker

– *-no – –

‘non-close’
marker

– *-ro -ra *-rV
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Proto Dumut, a marker that could not be reconstructed to Proto Awyu-Dumut.
Kombai simply has no past tense at all. Although it was not possible to trace how the
Awyu languages acquired their multiple past tenses – or perhaps how the Dumut
languages lost multiple past tenses – they tell an essential part of Awyu-Dumut’s lin-
guistic history, as does all other morphological diversity found in these languages.

A diachronic path occurs when various languages are at different stages of a
grammaticalization path, and because Awyu-Dumut languages are so close, I ex-
pected at the outset of this research project to find quite a few diachronic paths.
However, just one diachronic path was discovered, namely the development of dou-
ble negation in Awyu languages. Kombai and the four Awyu languages each repre-
sent a stage of the Jespersen cycle, which describes how languages develop double
negation. Depending on which stage of the Jespersen cycle a language is in, it has
obligatory or optional pre-verbal and/or post-verbal negators. The data used by
de Vries (2010) to support another diachronic path, namely the emergence of switch
reference in Dumut languages, were found to be open to another interpretation,
namely that Awyu-Dumut languages have stable switch reference systems. It must
be noted that both claims about Awyu-Dumut switch reference systems are defend-
able using the data available, and further intonational data and research into the
operation of switch reference systems in Papuan languages is needed to determine
which claim is most valid. Although few diachronic paths across languages were
found, many grammaticalization paths – such as the development of the far deictic
ep into both a pronoun and a topic marker – were found in individual languages.

Realis mood markers, and their reconstruction, provide yet another intriguing
insight into the shared history of Awyu-Dumut languages, and reveal a shared in-
novation between Kombai and Proto Awyu. The fact that Proto Awyu and Kombai
both have alternating mood markers -d and -k, while Dumut languages have two
non-alternating mood markers -t and -ken, while Proto Awyu-Dumut has one re-
alis mood marker *-t, should lead to a subgrouping of Kombai and Proto Awyu
versus Proto Dumut. However, in Chapter 2, Kombai was subgrouped together
with Dumut languages based on phylogenetic methods applied to Awyu-Dumut
lexical data. One way to account for this discrepancy in subgrouping is to say that
Kombai’s lexicon followed a different path than its morphology; the Kombai lexicon
might have become more similar to the (Proto) Dumut lexicon through borrowing,
or it might differ significantly from the (Proto) Awyu lexicon because Proto Awyu
renewed a large part of its vocabulary, again through borrowing. Whether Kom-
bai is better subgrouped with the Awyu languages or with the Dumut languages,
or better left alone as an ‘in-between’ language, the different results from phyloge-
netics and the comparative method show the vital importance of applying multiple
methods in unravelling a language family’s linguistic past, because only then can
its full history be discovered.


